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What we are doing in literacy is not working.

NAEP reading scores have been flat since 1998, with 
just a third or so of students performing at a level that 
NAEP defines as “proficient”. Performance gaps 
between lower-income students and their more 
affluent peers, among other demographic 
discrepancies, have remained stubbornly wide.

Panel of experts at NAEP conference all agree:

Why Literacy in Social Studies?



Daniel Willingham, a psychology professor at the 
University of Virginia who writes about the science 
behind reading comprehension.

“Whether or not readers understand a text depends 
far more on how much background knowledge and 
vocabulary they have relating to the topic than on 
how much they’ve practiced comprehension skills. 
That’s because writers leave out a lot of information 
that they assume readers will know. If they put all the 
information in, their writing would be tedious.”

Why Literacy in Social Studies?

https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2014/07/how-to-kick-start-summer-reading/373737/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/25/opinion/sunday/how-to-get-your-mind-to-read.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/25/opinion/sunday/how-to-get-your-mind-to-read.html


But if readers can’t supply the missing information, 
they have a hard time making sense of the text 
regardless of their reading level. If students arrive at 
high school without knowing who won the Civil War 
they’ll have a hard time understanding a textbook 
passage about Reconstruction.

Worse yet, what if they don’t know about the 
montillation of traxoline?

Why Literacy in Social Studies?

https://www.npr.org/sections/theprotojournalist/2014/11/18/364675234/who-won-the-civil-war-tough-question


“It is very important that you learn about 
traxoline. Traxoline is a new form of zionter. 
It is montilled in Ceristanna. The 
Ceristannians gristerlate large amounts of 
fevon and then brachter it to quasel 
traxoline. Traxoline may well be one of our 
most lukized snezlaus in the future because 
of our zionter lescelidge.”

Why Literacy in Social Studies?



Directions: Answer the following questions in complete 
sentences. Be sure to use your best handwriting.

1. What is traxoline?
2. Where is traxoline montilled?
3. How is traxoline quaselled?
4. Why is it important to know about traxoline?

From the insight of Judith Lanier - University Michigan

Why Literacy in Social Studies?





Why Literacy in Social Studies?



“The batsmen were 
merciless against the 
bowlers. The bowlers placed 
their men in slips and covers. 
But to no avail. The batsmen 
hit one four after another 
with an occasional six. Not 
once did a ball look like it 
would hit their stumps or be 
caught.” Tierney and 
Pearson (1981)

Why Literacy in Social Studies?



Study from Recht and Leslie (1988)

Why Literacy in Social Studies?



• Offers an insightful analysis of the source text and 
demonstrates a sophisticated understanding of the 
analytical task

• Offers a thorough, well-considered evaluation of 
the author’s use of evidence, reasoning, and/or 
stylistic and persuasive elements, and/or features 
of the student’s own choosing.

• Contains relevant, sufficient, and strategically 
chosen support for claims or points made

• Focuses consistently on those features of the text 
that are most relevant to addressing the task.

Maine SAT Rubric - Analysis



• Each test is scored by two readers

– Each reader gives a score of 1-4

– Each student gets a score of 2-8

• Average score for reading (and writing) is a 4

– Both readers scoring it a two

• Average score for analysis is a 3

– A one (see next slide) and a two out four

Maine SAT Rubric



To score a “One”
• Offers little or no analysis or ineffective analysis of 

the source text...
• Identifies without explanation some aspects of the 

author’s use of evidence, reasoning, ….
– Or numerous aspects of the response’s analysis 

are unwarranted based on the text
• Contains little or no support for claim(s) or point(s) 

made, or support is largely irrelevant
• The response offers no discernible analysis (e.g., is 

largely or exclusively summary)

Maine SAT Rubric - Analysis



Speaking Up for Science & Social Studies

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAWO2lvAnjI


If we are doing social studies with a proper disciplinary 
literacy focus, then this is a...

This is Social Studies



• Higher social studies scores
• Higher reading scores
• Gained about one extra 

year of reading

Why DL in Social Studies?



Jeffery Nokes (2011)
8 teachers - Same 4-week unit on the 1920s/30s

• 10 different one hour lessons
• 2 – reread the textbook, answer the questions
• 2 – reread the book with historians’ strategies
• 2 – primary sources to answer content questions*
• 2 – taught primary sources with focus on historians’ 

strategies and not the content*#

*   Scored higher on content exams
#  Scored higher on reading/writing about history

Why DL in Social Studies?



Abby Reisman (2012)
Created 83 “document based lessons” to be taught 
over 21 weeks in 5 classes vs. 5 classes of “normal”.

The test group/Document based group
• Higher test scores on content
• Higher test scores on historical thinking proficiency
• Higher test scores on relating thinking to current 

events
• Higher test scores on general reading 

comprehension

Why DL in Social Studies?



Reading Like A Historian

 Lunchroom Fight!!

https://sheg.stanford.edu/history-lessons/lunchroom-fight-ii


According to Timothy Shanahan’s research we need 
to do three things (and he also suggests 10 more):

1) Reading has to be a big part of students’ 
disciplinary classes. Lecturing, notes, and 
powerpoints presentations are not enough.

a) In elementary grades, you have to read a 
variety of books and book types. Stories are 
great, but a narrow diet of stories alone can 
make you sick

Why Literacy in Social Studies?

http://www.shanahanonliteracy.com/blog/knowing-and-reading-what-can-we-do-to-make-sure-kids-know-enough-to-comprehend#sthash.ZSsAij2t.X1yV02fK.dpbs


2) If students are to read, there needs to be text… and 
it needs to be a disciplinary appropriate text.

a) In history it is essential students be given 
opportunities to pore over conflicting evidence 
and alternative points of view. Textbooks have a 
place, but primary/secondary sources a must

b) Elementary textbooks and trade books often 
report content info, but rarely from a disciplinary 
perspective. Historical accounts tend to tell 
stories rather than revealing controversies, 
disagreements, or use of evidence.

Why Literacy in Social Studies?



3) Disciplinary classes should have a deep dedication to 
imparting the content of the subjects to the students, 
including information about the nature of inquiry in that 
field.
• What does it mean to be a historian (or other)?
• What do they read and why?
• How do they report their results?
• What constitutes evidence in their field of study?
• What does criticism look like?

Why Literacy in Social Studies?



Tim Shanahan’s Research in Elementary DL
• Have kids read all subject areas
• Focus attention on graphics and relationship to text
• Explicitly teach/model informational text structures
• Read multiple texts to compare and synthesize work
• Teach disciplinary approaches with appropriate 

texts

What DL in SS Looks Like



Content Area Literacy

Content area literacy asks - “What is the same 
across all or most of the disciplines and how do we 
support it?”
• Strategies (KWL, summarization, Preview 

chapters, table of contents, bold words, 
headings)

• “They Say, They Say” - Nokes

In short, it “prescribes study techniques” for students 
to use. - International Literacy Association 2017



Content Area Literacy

Disciplinary literacy asks - “What is different across the 
disciplines and how do we support it?”
• Strategies (Always asking who is the author/what is 

the bias, constantly modeling how they sourced, 
contextualized, and corroborated information)

• “They Say, I Say” - Nokes
• Did not read as truth, but understood it was an 

interpretation. Least sure of the validity of their texts.

In short it is a “a description of uses/implications of 
strategies” - International Literacy Association 2017



Definition of DL in SS (adapted from Nokes)
“Social studies literacy is the ability to construct 
meaning with multiple genres of print, non-print, 
visual, aural, video, audio, and multimodal texts; 
critically evaluate texts within the context of the work 
that experts in the field have previously done; use 
texts as evidence in the development of original 
interpretations of concepts or events; and create 
multiple types of texts that meet discipline 
standards.”

What DL in SS Looks Like



What questions 
do you have 
about disciplinary 
literacy in social 
studies?



Questions Are the New Answers





Skills vs Content? Both!

The C3 Framework also answered the question about 
skills vs content by supporting both!



In Depth Content

The content areas are broken down and more are 
included in the appendices of the framework.



Developing Questions



Inquiry Design Model

IDM Website
IDM Template
IDM Research
My IDM List
My IDM Summary

A More Beautiful Question

Make Just One Change

Now That’s a Good Question

http://www.c3teachers.org/inquiry-design-model/
http://www.c3teachers.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Inquiry-Design-Model-Template.docx
http://www.c3teachers.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/IDM_Assumptions_C3-Brief.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PUie8K5HcB8_Nt_bTiMNM48KPUAA2mK-EYoDPArN_7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uN9tTDr8sWswTTYnCT5CgZCJBGsteMpbUriDMbw0IdQ/edit?usp=sharing
http://amorebeautifulquestion.com/
http://rightquestion.org/make-just-one-change/
http://www.ascd.org/Publications/Books/Overview/Now-Thats-a-Good-Question-How-to-Promote-Cognitive-Rigor-Through-Classroom-Questioning.aspx




A More Beautiful Question

“Questioning can spark change in your life, your 
business—in the world around you. I first began to 
understand this as I studied some of the world’s leading 
innovators; many of them are masters at the art and 
science of asking questions. They have a knack for looking 
at the world around them—at the existing reality that 
everyone else usually just accepts—and asking: What if 
we did this? Or tried that?...but this is not just a 
business-related issue…” - Warren Berger - Author of A 
More Beautiful Question.
Why should you care about questioning?
The Power of ‘Why?’ and ‘What If?’

http://amorebeautifulquestion.com/why-should-you-care/#
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/03/jobs/the-power-of-why-and-what-if.html?smid=tw-share


Beautiful Questions in the Classroom

“If we think of questions and 
answers as stocks on the 
market, the we could say that, 
in this current environment, 
questions are rising in value 
while answers are declining. 
‘Right now, knowledge is a 
commodity...known answers are 
everywhere and easily 
accessible’.”



Beautiful Questions in the Classroom

“And because we’re drowning 
in all this data, ‘the value of 
explicit information in 
dropping’...the real value is in 
‘what you can do with that 
knowledge, in pursuit of a 
query’.”

P.9 Beautiful Questions in the 
Classroom by Warren Berger



Make Just One Change

“When you use the Question 
Formulation Technique, you are 
making one significant change in 
the traditional dynamic in the 
classroom: from using your 
question to prompt student 
thinking and work to challenging 
students to come up with their 
own questions.” 



Compelling Questions

Compelling questions address problems and issues 
found in and across the academic disciplines. They 
require students to apply disciplinary concepts and 
to construct arguments and interpretations.

Compelling questions are provocative, engaging, 
and worth spending time on! They are meaty 
(open-ended and across content) and student 
friendly (something student care about and is 
accessible to them).



Adapted from QFT

• Think of your main theme or topic
– What is your grade level or grade band?
– What is a “theme” from earlier that might fit into your 

current curriculum (grade/content)?
• Ask as many questions as you can

– Do not stop to discuss, judge, or answer the questions
– Write down each question exactly as you think of it
– Number your questions in the order you think of them
– Change any statements into questions

http://rightquestion.org/downloads/Experiencing-the-QFT.pdf


Adapted from QFT

• Categorize your questions
– Mark as O for open-ended or C for closed-ended
– What are the pros/cons of each
– Are there questions that can be changed from “O” to 

“C” or vice-versa to better fit your theme or topic?
– Trying switching some to check

• What are the three most important questions?
– Mark or highlight them
– Why did you choose these three?
– What number questions became your top three?

http://rightquestion.org/downloads/Experiencing-the-QFT.pdf


Create Supporting Questions



More From RQI

• Teaching Channel - Blog Series
• Asking Questions in the Age of Google - Webinar

https://rightquestion.org/
https://www.teachingchannel.org/tch/blog/sparking-joy-classroom-student-formulated-questions
https://rightquestion.org/resources/asking-questions-in-the-age-of-google-webinar/


Examples - Compelling Questions

Elementary - Economics: Why can’t we ever get everything we need 
and want?

Elementary - Civics: Do we have to have rules?
Elementary - Geography: Where are we?
Elementary - U.S. History: Why do countries declare independence?
Middle School - World History: Was the development of agriculture 

good for humans?
Middle School - Geography: What is the greatest cost of water?
Middle School - U.S. History/ELA: Can words lead to war? (Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin)
High School - U.S. History: Does it matter who freed the slaves?
High School - World History: Was the French Revolution successful?
High School - Civics: Do any political parties represent me?
High School - Economics: What should be done about the gender 

wage gap?



What questions 
do you have 
about inquiry in 
social studies?



Professional Learning Webinars

For more information check out my professional 
learning page which has additional webinars about 
disciplinary literacy, inquiry, and the Question 
Formulation Technique among many others!

By the end of this week, there will be 68 sessions 
(and counting!) posted to: 
https://www.maine.gov/doe/learning/content/socia
lstudies/prolearning

https://www.maine.gov/doe/learning/content/socialstudies/prolearning
https://www.maine.gov/doe/learning/content/socialstudies/prolearning
https://www.maine.gov/doe/learning/content/socialstudies/prolearning
https://www.maine.gov/doe/learning/content/socialstudies/prolearning

